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Do you know of a student team at your organization involved with a program?  
We’d like to hear what they are doing, how they are dealing with competition and 
covid, what they are looking forward to.

Do you know an organizer program that would like to provide a short article about 
their program?  We’d like to hear how they adapted during covid, a history of their 
program and how they are looking forward.

Some programs that we are aware of are:
• AIAA/IEEE EATS Student Design Challenge
• American Solar Challenge
• ECOCAR MOBILITY CHALLENGE
• Formula Hybrid
• Formula SAE® Electric
• NASA Human Exploration Rover Challenge

Articles in the above area are welcome for a special issue focusing on Students
and Student Competitions.

The IEEE Transportation Electri�cation Community (TEC) eNewsletter is a quarterly electronic publication targeted at IEEE TEC 
members interested in various topics which are related to transportation electri�cation. Each quarter, the TEC newsletter will 
focus on a theme, and articles will address state-of-the-art as related to that theme. Land, marine, and aerospace 
transportation applications are all of interest.

The goal of the TEC eNewsletter is to bring global experts from industry, academia, and government, to share early thoughts, 
�ndings, and concerns that can trigger further discussions through the newsletter itself, in addition to TEC-a�liated 
workshops, conferences, and publications. News regarding major breakthroughs that can transform transportation 
electric�cation, new transforming products, as well as transportation-electri�cation-related activities are also of interest.
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